ABOUT US

VALUE STATEMENT:

ISGO Manufacturing is a TS 16949 certified company with over 45 years in the Plastic Processing business. We provide plastic molded products and design solutions to a number of industries including the Automotive, Appliance, Electrical and Consumer.

ISGO currently manufactures and assembles plastic parts for class A interior and exterior Automotive components as well as safety related items that require complete traceability. We have maintained an average outgoing quality of less than 30 PPM for the past 5 years, utilizing scientific molding techniques that through process optimization minimize our rejection rates to guarantee customer satisfaction.

With multiple manufacturing locations in central and northern Mexico (Monterrey and San Luis Potosi), tooling facilities in China (Shenzhen, Shuhai, and Shanghai) and an experienced engineering team in Detroit, MI, we are an innovative supplier in the plastic processing industry with global reach with a 35% yearly growth rate.
COMPANY STATEMENT:
ISGO MANUFACTURING is a company determined to be a technological leader in plastic processing and assembly, focused in providing products to our customers exceeding their expectations with flexibility and rapid response (7/24).

CUSTOMER EXPECTATIONS
Service: Availability 365 days a year 24 hrs a Day
Quality: Less than 20 PPM’s
Deliveries: 100% On Time Deliveries
Long Time Relationships: 5 year average

OUR TEAM
Employees: 550
Engineering: 25
Administration: 20
Operations: 505
2012 ISGO Sales: $35,000,000 USD

25% / yr sales growth projection for next 5 years
35% GROWTH LAST 17 YEARS
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ISGO MANUFACTURING
San Luis Potosí Facility
100,000 Sq/ft (9,100 sq/m)
55 Machines 50-650 Tons
Monterrey Facility
117,000 Sq/Ft (13,000 sq/m)
40 Machines 50-1100 Tons
QUALITY CERTIFICATIONS

ISO 9001:2008
TS 16949
Certified
ISGO MTY
ISGO SLP
Dodge Journey Interior Components

Door Components

IP Components

Console Components
Fiat 500 Interior & Exterior Components

Exterior: Grille, bracket, covers

Seating: Shields, Handles & Armrest

ISGO MANUFACTURING
ISGO MANUFACTURING ASSEMBLIES

AUTOMOTIVE
Automobile Accelerator Pedal Assembly

APPLIANCES
Dispenser Assembly for Washing Machine
ISGO-NA, LLC  
Troy Isaacson  
Vice President Sales  
28525 Beck Rd.  
Suite 111  
Wixom, MI  
48393  
Of Ph. 1 (248) 869 4030  
Cel Ph. 1 (248) 755-2808  
tisaacson@isgo-na.com

ISGO Group  
Ismael Gómez Charles  
President  
Níquel 9241  
Complejo Industrial Mitras García, Nuevo León  
66001  
Ph. 52 (81) 81.21.31.00  
Fax. 52 (81) 83.81.03.13  
Ismael@isgo.com.mx

Ace Mold  
Albert Lau  
General Manager- Precision Unit  
Phone(CHN): (86-755)2726 6898 ext.398 /  
Fax(CHN): (86-755)2726 6418  
Phone(HK): (852)2487 6282 /  
Fax(HK): (852)2481 7504  
albertlau@acemold.com  
http://www.acemold.com